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Abstract—Coordinated multi-point transmission/reception
aided collocated antenna system (CoMP-CAS) and mobile
relay assisted fractional frequency reuse distributed antenna
system (MR-FFR-DAS) constitute a pair of virtual-MIMO
based technical options for achieving high spectral efficiency
in interference-limited cellular networks. In practice both
techniques have their respective pros and cons, which are
studied in this paper by evaluating the achievable cell-edge
performance on the uplink of multicell systems. We show that
assuming the same antenna configuration in both networks,
the maximum available cooperative spatial diversity inherent
in the MR-FFR-DAS is lower than that of the CoMP-CAS.
However, when the cell-edge MSs have a low transmission
power, the lower-complexity MR-FFR-DAS relying on the simple
single-cell processing may outperform the CoMP-CAS by using
the proposed soft-combining based probabilistic data association
(SC-PDA) receiver, despite the fact that the latter scheme
is more complex and incurs a higher cooperation overhead.
Furthermore, the benefits of the SC-PDA receiver may be
enhanced by properly selecting the MRs’ positions. Additionally,
we show that the performance of the cell-edge MSs roaming
near the angular direction halfway between two adjacent RAs
(i.e. the ”worst-case direction”) of the MR-FFR-DAS may be
more significantly improved than that of the cell-edge MSs of
other directions by using multiuser power control, which also
improves the fairness amongst cell-edge MSs. Our simulation
results show that given a moderate MS transmit power, the
proposed MR-FFR-DAS architecture employing the SC-PDA
receiver is capable of achieving significantly better bit-error
rate (BER) and effective throughput across the entire cell-edge
area, including even the worst-case direction and the cell-edge
boundary, than the CoMP-CAS architecture.
Index Terms—Base station cooperation, coordinated multi-
point (CoMP), fractional frequency reuse, distributed antenna
system (DAS), multicell uplink, mobile relay.
I. INTRODUCTION
FUTURE mobile communication systems are expected toprovide higher data rates and more homogeneous quality
of service (QoS) across the entire network. In order to meet
these demands, various technical options have been suggested,
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which include but are not limited to using more spectrum (e.g.
millimeter wave), using more antennas (e.g. massive multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) systems) and introducing ded-
icated relays as well as small cells to form heterogeneous
networks [1]. Although these options are promising, most
of them require installing additional equipment and a radical
change of the network architecture and entities, which may be
costly for the operators. From a pragmatic perspective, in the
short- and medium-term it may be more promising to upgrade
the existing cellular architecture using an evolutionary strategy.
Hence in this paper, we aim for investigating the pros and cons
of a pair of representative cellular architectures, namely the
coordinated multi-point transmission/reception [2]–[11] aided
collocated antenna system (CoMP-CAS) and the fractional
frequency reuse [12]–[14] assisted distributed antenna system
relying on mobile relays (MR-FFR-DAS), in the context of the
multicell uplink. Both of them have the potential of providing
a significant gain without incurring dramatic changes of the
existing cellular systems, hence they are of great interest to
both industry and academia.
Benefits and challenges of CoMP-CAS: On the one hand,
the conventional cellular architecture that relies on a CAS
at each base station (BS) is still widely used, where the
mobile stations (MSs) roaming in the cell-edge area typically
suffer from a low throughput and low power efficiency. This
is because low signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
may be experienced by the cell-edge MSs owing to the
combined effects of inter-cell co-channel interference (CCI)
and pathloss. As a remedy, CoMP techniques [2]–[11] have
been advocated for the CAS based cellular architecture in
the 3GPP Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) standard,
where the inter-cell CCI can be mitigated or even beneficially
exploited by cooperation amongst the different sectors or cells.
However, in order to enhance the uplink performance of
the cell-edge MSs, a CoMP-aided CAS requires these MSs
to transmit at a rather high power [6], [15], [16]. Essentially,
CoMP on the uplink relies on the joint decoding philosophy
and it achieves a cooperative spatial diversity gain with the aid
of the collaborative adjacent BSs equipped with CASs, which
are quite far from the cell-edge MSs. Additionally, the CoMP
techniques typically require exchanging a significant amount
of data/channel information amongst the cooperative entities,
which results in a potentially excessive overhead traffic on
the backhaul. Furthermore, practical impairments, such as
the asynchronous nature of inter-cell CCI [17], the backhaul
capacity limitation, the channel estimation inaccuracy and the
low channel-coherence time of the network-wide system [8]–
[11], [18], [19], may also significantly degrade the practically
achievable benefits of the CoMP techniques.
Benefits and challenges of MR-FFR-DAS: On the other
hand, the FFR philosophy [13], [14], [20]–[22], which confines
the geographic scattering of the inter-cell CCI at the cost of a
moderately reduced degree of frequency reuse, has also been
suggested for the LTE initiative [12]. Furthermore, the large
pathloss experienced by the cell-edge MSs may be reduced
by employing DASs, where the remote antennas (RAs) are
positioned closer to the cell-edge MSs and connected to the
BS using optical fibre [23]–[25]. Thus, the cell-edge MSs can
transmit at a relatively low power. Additionally, it is possible
to invoke the existing MSs as MRs [16], [26], which may
provide additional benefits (reduced pathloss and increased
spatial diversity gain) for cell-edge MSs. Hence, for a cellular
system which cannot afford the more complex BS-cooperation
aided CoMP, we suggest that it might be a practically attractive
solution to amalgamate the benefits of FFR, DAS and MRs in
each single cell for the sake of increasing the SINR at the RAs
(on the uplink) or at the cell-edge MSs (on the downlink).
The MR-FFR-DAS also faces particular challenges imposed
by the system architecture. In the MR-FFR-DAS each cell-
edge MS is servedmainly by a nearby RA, while the other RAs
cannot provide the same level of support, since they are far
away from the cell-edge MS considered. As a result, although
the cell-edge MSs roaming close to the RAs do indeed benefit
from a high SINR, there exist undesirable scenarios, where
these cell-edge MSs suffer from increased intra-cell CCI. More
specifically, when a cell-edge MS roaming near the angular
direction halfway between two adjacent RAs, the SINR at the
MS (on the downlink) or at its serving RA (on the uplink) may
be substantially degraded,1 which we refer to as the “worst-
case direction” problem [23].
Motivations for the comparative study and related work:
As detailed above, both the CoMP-CAS and the MR-FFR-
DAS have their particular pros and cons, despite sharing a
similar virtual MIMO model. In general, the former scheme is
more complex and yet, its practically achievable performance
may be disappointing, as demonstrated in [8]–[11], [17]–
[19]. Hence in this paper, we aim for characterizing the
cell-edge performance of the lower-complexity MR-FFR-DAS
in the context of the multicell uplink, which has not been
disseminated in the open literature before. Additionally, we
aim to provide further insights into the question whether the
MR-FFR-DAS relying on single-cell processing constitutes a
promising technical option in the scenario considered. Natu-
rally, holistic cellular system design hinges on numerous tech-
nical aspects and target specifications, hence it is a challenge
to make “absolutely fair” comparisons between two system-
level designs and there is usually no definitive answer to the
question of “which design is better”.
The existing BS cooperation aided CoMP reception tech-
niques conceived for the multicell uplink typically rely on
the philosophies of either egoistic “interference cancellation”
1This is because the cell-edge MSs of the same cell are operating in the
same frequency band in the MR-FFR-DAS.
[16], [27], [28] or altruistic “knowledge sharing and data
fusion” amongst BSs [6], [29], while both philosophies impose
different backhaul traffic requirements. In our previous work
[23], we have shown that in the downlink of the FFR-DAS,
the intra-cell CCI imposed by the RAs may be mitigated by
transmit preprocessing (TPP) dispensing with high-complexity
multicell cooperation. As a beneficial result, the downlink
throughput and coverage-quality in the cell-edge area of a
multicell multiuser network may be significantly improved,
where each BS simply plays the role of the central signal
processing unit (CSPU). By contrast, in the FFR-DAS up-
link dispensing with multicell cooperation, the intra-cell CCI
may be mitigated by single-cell multiuser detection (MUD)
techniques. This is because the intra-cell CCI of the uplink
is essentially constituted by the multiuser interference (MUI)
and the RAs are all connected to the BS, which is capable
of carrying out centralized joint reception. However, it should
be noted that due to the geometry of the DAS – some RAs
are close to the given cell-edge MSs and others are far –
the average receive SINRs recorded at different RAs for a
particular cell-edge MS are significantly different, which may
cause the so-called “near-far problem”.
Novel contributions: For the sake of characterizing the
achievable cell-edge performance of both the CoMP-CAS and
of the MR-FFR-DAS in the multicell uplink, we consider a set
of four advanced MUD-based reception techniques which are
more robust to the near-far problem than linear MUDs. More
explicitly, three non-cooperative single-cell MUDs, namely
the classic minimum mean-square error (MMSE) based op-
timal user ordering aided successive interference cancellation
(MMSE-OSIC) [30], the “exhaustive brute-force search” based
maximum-likelihood detection (ML) [31] and the probabilistic
data association (PDA) [32] scheme are investigated for the
single-cell processing that relies on neither BS cooperation
nor MRs. Furthermore, a low-backhaul-traffic “knowledge
sharing and data fusion” based soft-combining PDA (SC-
PDA) [6] scheme is conceived for both the CoMP-CAS and
the MR-FFR-DAS. The novel contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows.
1) We demonstrate that the maximum achievable cooper-
ative spatial diversity inherent in the MR-FFR-DAS is
lower than that of the CoMP-CAS, when each BS of
both systems has the same number of antennas serving
single-antenna MSs and only a single MR is invoked for
each cell-edge MS. Despite this, when assuming that the
cell-edge MSs have a low transmission power and are
located in the close vicinity of RAs, even the FFR-DAS
invoking no MRs may outperform the CoMP-CAS.
2) We show that as an effective remedy to the above-
mentioned “worst-case direction” problem, regardless of
the MS positions the SC-PDA based receiver that relies
on MRs is capable of providing a significant cooper-
ative diversity gain compared to the non-cooperative
MMSE-OSIC and PDA based MUDs that invoke no
MRs. Furthermore, the benefits of the SC-PDA based
receiver may be enhanced by carefully selecting the
MRs’ positions from an identified “reliable area”.
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Fig. 1. The cellular topology of the MR-FFR-DAS architecture, where Nr =
6 distributed antennas are employed and Nt = 6 MSs randomly roam in the
cell-edge area.
3) The QoS distribution of cell-edge MSs is visualized for
the MR-FFR-DAS, which demonstrates that although
power control is an inefficient technique in interference-
limited scenarios, it is more useful for improving the
cell-edge MSs’ performance in the worst-direction than
in the best-direction of the MR-FFR-DAS considered.
This insight is valuable for improving the fairness
amongst cell-edge MSs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the multicell topology of both the CoMP-CAS and
MR-FFR-DAS regimes. In Section III, we detail the received
signal models of both schemes. Then, in Section IV, the
set of four MUD-based cooperative/noncooperative reception
schemes as well as the power control technique invoked are
described. The performance comparison results of the CoMP-
CAS and of the MR-FFR-DAS are presented in Section V.
Finally, our conclusions are offered in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. Multicell Multiuser System Topology
1) MR-FFR-DAS Architecture: The MR-FFR-DAS archi-
tecture supporting a multicell multiuser operating scenario [23]
consists of two tiers of 19 hexagonal cells, as seen in Fig 1.
The frequency partitioning strategy of the total available band-
width F is characterized by Fc ∩ Fe = ⊘, where Fc and Fe
represent the cell-centre’s frequency band and the cell-edge’s
frequency band, respectively. Furthermore, Fe is divided into
three orthogonal frequency bands Fi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, which are
exclusively used at the cell-edge of each of the three adjacent
cells. We have demonstrated that this regime is capable of
sufficiently reducing the inter-cell CCI in the FFR-DAS [23],
hence we can focus our attention on mitigating the CCI inside
a single cell, as shown in Fig. 1. We consider a symmetric
network, where every cell has the same system configuration.
Without any loss of generality, we focus our attention on cell
B0, which is assumed to be at the origin of Fig. 1.
TABLE I
TOPOLOGY PARAMETERS FOR MR-FFR-DAS AND COMP-CAS
SCHEMES.
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Fig. 2. The topology of the CoMP-CAS composed by three adjacent BSs,
where Nr = 6 collocated antennas are employed at each BS and Nt = 6
MSs randomly roam in the cell-edge area.
In the case of the MR-FFR-DAS arrangement of Fig. 1, we
assume that Nr RAs are employed and a total of Nms active
MSs are roaming in the cell-edge area. Additionally, in order
to increase the attainable diversity gain, in each scheduling
period Nmr half-duplex MRs are invoked for supporting our
FFR-DAS. Furthermore, a single omni-directional antenna-
element is employed both by each RA and by each MS.
For the sake of simplicity, Nms = Nmr = Nt is assumed.
The Nt MRs roaming in the cell-edge area are denoted by
M ek , k ∈ {1, · · · , Nt}, which are identified by their polar
coordinates, similarly to the actively communicating MSs, as
seen in Table I.
2) CoMP-CAS Architecture: The CoMP-CAS architecture
considered is shown in Fig. 2, where each single cell is divided
into three 120◦ sectors Si, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} [33] and Nr collocated
antennas are employed at each BS [7]. We assume that
the classic frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), associated
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with Fi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, is used for the corresponding sectors
Si. Hence every set of three adjacent BSs constitutes a CoMP
transmission/reception area, as shown in Fig. 2, where B0 is
assumed to be at the origin. We assume that there are Nt
active MSs in the CoMP area of Fig. 2 and all these MSs
transmit at the same frequency on the uplink. Additionally,
each MS employs a single omni-directional antenna-element,
while roaming in the CoMP area.
The BS cooperation aided cellular network of Fig. 2 is
also symmetric. Hence, without any loss of generality, we
assume that the MS Zb1 roams along the line B0C, namely
in the direction between B0 and the center of the CoMP area,
while the remaining MSs Zbk, k ∈ {2, · · · , Nt} randomly roam
across the entire B0-centered cell area according to a uniform
distribution. Their polar coordinates are shown in Table I.
Hence, when observing the Nt active MSs, the multiple
virtual MIMO channel matrices of the cell-edge area trans-
missions taking place in our MR-FFR-DAS scheme of Fig. 1
as well as the single virtual MIMO matrix of the conventional
CoMP-CAS scheme2 shown in Fig. 2 has the same size
of (Nr × Nt)-elements. Our MR-FFR-DAS scheme gleans
cooperative diversity gain from the MRs, albeit this is achieved
at the cost of invoking a two-time-slot cooperation protocol.
To elaborate a little further, the Nt active MSs transmit during
the first time slot and the corresponding Nt MRs retransmit
their received signal in the second time slot. By contrast, the
conventional CoMP scheme gleans its cooperative diversity
gain from the adjacent two BSs.3
3) Digital Fibre Soliton Aided Backhaul: Until recently
the optical fibre backhaul has been assumed to be a perfect
channel, when transmitting low-rate data using on-off key-
ing (OOK). However, when aiming for supporting Gigabit-
transmissions, which is the ambitious goal of LTE-A stan-
dard [2], the high-rate fibre-based backhaul may suffer from
the detrimental effects of both dispersion and nonlinearity [34].
Since our MR-FFR-DAS scheme still relies on centralized
signal processing4 at the BS, where the signals are received
from the RAs via optical fibre links, these signals may be con-
taminated both by the fibre’s dispersion and by its nonlinearity.
Fortunately, these degradations may be effectively mitigated by
using the fibre soliton [35], [36]. To elaborate a little further,
the fibre soliton technique of [35], [36] is capable of improving
both the linear and non-linear distortion of the optical fibre
backhaul. As a result, the optical pulse can propagate over the
optical fibre with no distortion, despite the interplay between
the dispersive and nonlinear effects [36]. Fig. 3 shows a
single optical fibre link from a RA to the BS, where QPSK
2A more detailed description of these virtual MIMO matrices is given in
Section III.
3In practice, for CoMP aided systems, besides the time used by the
transmission between the BS and the MSs, there is an additional delay
imposed by sharing data/channel information between the collaborative BSs.
More specifically, in the CoMP-CAS uplink considered, actually we also need
more than one, if not two, time slot to finish a single transmission: in the first
time slot the MSs transmit and in the second time slot the collaborative BSs
transmit the decoded data to each other for the sake of making a final decision.
Therefore, in terms of the transmission time required, the schemes considered
may be regarded identical.
4The distributed RAs themselves do not have computing power, but only
collect or radiate signals.
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modulation is applied on the uplink of the MR-FFR-DAS
scheme. The signals received by the RAs from the wireless
channel are first down-converted to the baseband. Then, the
I- and Q-streams are modulated by optical pulses, and the
resultant optical signaling pulses are transmitted through the
optical fibre.
III. RECEIVED SIGNAL MODELS OF THE UPLINK
MR-FFR-DAS
As shown in Section II, both the MR-FFR-DAS of Fig. 1
and the CoMP-CAS of Fig. 2 may be modeled relying on
the virtual MIMO concept. For the sake of clarity, the signal
transmission process of the MR-FFR-DAS scheme considered
is illustrated in Fig. 4. We can see from Fig. 4 and Fig. 2
that both the FFR-DAS scheme using no MRs as well as
the conventional CoMP-CAS may be modeled as a multi-
source, multi-destination network having direct links only,
where the multiple destinations are interconnected and hence
they are capable of conducting collaborative signal processing.
Therefore, their wireless transmission part may be modeled as
a single (Nr×Nt)-element virtual MIMO system. By contrast,
the FFR-DAS scheme assisted by Nt half-duplex MRs may
be modeled as a multiuser multi-relay network having both a
direct link and a two-hop relay link for each MS. We assume
that each MS is served by (possibly) multiple RA elements
and a single selected MR, which is located between the MS
and the serving RA elements. Additionally, the serving MRs of
the MSs transmitting their signals simultaneously are assumed
to be sufficiently far from each other. Hence, when observing
the kth MR in Fig. 4, the interference from the jth MS, j 6= k,
may be ignored.5 As a result, the wireless transmission part
of the MR-FFR-DAS scheme may be modeled as a pair of
(Nr×Nt)-element virtual MIMO subsystems (accounting for
the direct links from the MSs to the RAs as well as the links
from the MRs to the RAs, respectively) and a subsystem with
Nt parallel single-input single-output links.
5Note that this assumption is indeed realistic upon invoking carefully
designed MR selection, as detailed in Section V-C2. Since the MRs are
single-antenna nodes and are distributed, it is infeasible for them to conduct
joint detection. Thus, the virtual MIMO system model is inappropriate for
the transmissions between the MSs and MRs. By contrast, we do not have to
impose this assumption if more complex multi-antenna MRs are used, because
in this case the multiuser joint detection technique can be employed at each
MR for mitigating the impact of interference imposed by other MSs.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of a DAS based network with Nt MSs assisted by Nt MRs,
which is modeled as a multiuser multi-relay system. The signal received at
Nr RAs via the wireless channel are transmitted through the optical fibre to
the BS that plays the the role of central signal processing (CSP).
A. Received Signal of a Single Optical Fibre Link
For the ith optical fibre link RAi → BS, i = 1, 2, · · · , Nr,
the soliton technique of [36] may be applied for eliminating
both the linear and non-linear distortions. As a result, a near-
perfect optical fibre backhaul may be created, where the
optical signaling pulses are capable of propagating without
distortion, as mentioned in Section II-A3. Hence the phase
rotation imposed by the optical fibre link on the modulated
signal is negligible and the modulated signal’s amplitude
is also maintained, albeit naturally the modulated signal is
contaminated by the complex-valued additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) nf ∼ CN (0, σ2f ) at the BS receiver.
As far as the wireless transmission part is concerned, let
us consider the direct links between the MSs and RAi as an
example. Then, the signal received at RAi from the wireless
channel may be written as:
ri =
Nt∑
k=1
ζikhikxk + nw, (1)
where xk, ζik , hik and nw ∼ CN (0, σ2w), k = 1, 2, · · · , Nt,
i = 1, 2, · · · , Nr, represent the signal transmitted from MSk,
the pathloss betweenMSk and RAi, the small-scale Rayleigh
fading coefficients between MSk and RAi, and the AWGN
corresponding to the signal ri received at RAi, respectively.
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Then, the received signal of the ith optical fibre link at the BS
may be written as yi = χri + nf , which is expressed more
explicitly as:
yi =
Nt∑
k=1
χζik︸︷︷︸
gik
hikxk + χnw + nf︸ ︷︷ ︸
ni
, (2)
where χ is the power-scaling factor invoked for ensuring
that the peak power of the optical signaling pulse obeys the
fundamental soliton requirement of [36]. Hence gik = χζik
represents the equivalent MSk-RAi-BS link’s large-scale at-
tenuation. Finally, ni = χnw + nf denotes the equivalent
receiver noise jointly induced by the optical fibre and the
wireless channel. It is also worth noting that for eachMSk, an
obvious near-far effect is observed at the RAs. More explicitly,
6We assume that the noise variance of each direct wireless link remains
equal to σ2w .
for each MSk, the SINRs at the RAs may differ significantly,
since MSk is mainly served by its nearest RA.
Additionally, when MRs are invoked, the signal received at
RAi from the MRs may be characterized in a similar fashion
to Eq. (1) and (2), but with smaller pathloss, different power-
scaling factor and different channel fading coefficients.
B. Received Signal Model of the Virtual MIMO Observed at
the BS
The channel state information (CSI) of all MSk-RAi-BS
links is assumed to be perfectly known at the central BS.
Again, let us consider the direct links from the Nt MSs to
the BS as an example. Based on Eq. (2), the signal vector
received at the BS on the idealized synchronous uplink may
be written as:
y = Hx+ n, (3)
where y ∈ CNr×1, H ∈ CNr×Nt and n ∈ CNr×1 denote the
received signal vector, the channel matrix containing the per-
fect CSI and the noise vector, respectively. Furthermore, x =
[x1, x2, · · · , xNt ]
T represents the symbol vector transmitted
from the Nt MSs, while n = [n1, n2, · · · , nNr ]
T stands for the
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian effective noise vector
at the BS, and its element ni ∼ CN (0, σ2) was defined in (2).
Still referring to Eq. (3), we have H = [hT1 ,h
T
2 , · · · ,h
T
Nr
]T ,
where hi = [h˜i1, h˜i2, ·, h˜iNt ] ∈ C
1×Nt represents the channel
vector between all the Nt MSs and the BS via a particular
RAi, and h˜ik is defined as gikhik according to Eq. (2). The
entries of H account for both the pathloss and the small-scale
Rayleigh fading of the wireless channel, as well as the impact
of the optical fibre link, i = 1, 2, · · · , Nr, k = 1, 2, · · · , Nt.
The received signal model introduced above in Eq. (2)-(3)
can be extended in a straightforward manner to both the second
time-slot of the MR-FFR-DAS scheme of Fig. 1 and to the
conventional CoMP-CAS of Fig. 2. However, in the CoMP-
CAS we have ni = nw if a wireless backhaul is employed
amongst the collaborative BSs, and typically a higher pathloss
ζik is imposed on the cell-edge MSs compared to the DAS
scheme [37].
C. Correlation Between the Channel Coefficients of MSk-
RAi-BS and MRk-RAi-BS Links
We assume that the decode-and-forward (DF) relaying pro-
tocol is invoked in the multiuser MR-FFR-DAS scheme of
Fig. 4. Since the MRs are geographically distributed, joint
detection/decoding at the MRs is infeasible. Therefore, in the
first time slot we have Nt single-input single-output links and
an (Nr × Nt)-element virtual MIMO subsystem that relies
on the signal model of Eq. (3). More specifically, as shown
in Fig. 4, the Nt single-input single-output links accounts
for the transmissions from the Nt MSs to their selected Nt
MRs, and the virtual MIMO system characterizes the direct
transmissions from Nt MSs to the BS via the Nr RAs.
Furthermore, in the second time slot, the MSs remain silent
when the Nt MRs retransmit the decoded information to the
BS, again, via the Nr RAs. Hence, the channel model of the
second time slot may also be regarded as an (Nr×Nt)-element
virtual MIMO model, similar to Eq. (3).
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Similar to the virtual MIMO channel H of Eq. (3), which
characterizes all the MSk-RAi-BS links, let us instantiate the
channel matrix representing all the MRk-RAi-BS links as
HR, where we have HR = [hˆ
T
1 , hˆ
T
2 , · · · , hˆ
T
Nr
]T ∈ CNr×Nt .
More explicitly, during the second time slot, for the MRs
retransmitting their signals received in the fist time slot, we
have hˆi = [hˆi1, hˆi2, · · · , hˆiNt ] ∈ C
1×Nt , i ∈ [1, · · · , Nr],
which represents the channel vector from all the Nt MRs to
the BS via a particular RAi.
When the MSk is close to the selected MRk and far
from the other MRs,7 the MSk-RA-BS link and the MSk-
MRk-RA-BS link may exhibit a high envelope correlation
and the interference imposed by MSk on the rest of the MRs
may be negligible. Additionally, in order to gain fundamental
insights, in this scenario it is reasonable to assume that the
selected MRk employs perfect DF relaying, implying that
the source signal of the kth MS is perfectly decoded at the
kth MR [39], although in practice we might still observe
some degree of decoding error propagation at the MR. As a
result, the single-input single-outputMSk-MRk link becomes
lossless, and only the envelope correlation between the MRk-
RAi-BS channels HR and the direct MSk-RAi-BS links’
channel H is relevant. This envelope correlation is given by
[40]
ρik =
E(|h˜ik||hˆik|)− E(|h˜ik|)E(|hˆik|)√(
E(|h˜ik|2)− [E(|h˜ik|)]2
)(
E(|hˆik|2)− [E(|hˆik|)]2
) ,
(4)
where k ∈ [1, · · · , Nt] and i ∈ [1, · · · , Nr]. For ρik = 0 the
MSk-RAi-BS link in the first time slot and its corresponding
MRk-RAi-BS link in the second time slot are regarded to be
uncorrelated.
Similarly, when the selected relay MRk is close to RAi,
we assume that the signal transmitted by MRk is perfectly
received at RAi and that the interference imposed by MRk
on the rest of the RAs is negligible. Hence, only the envelope
correlation between the MSk-MRk link and the direct MSk-
RAi link is relevant, which may be characterized in a similar
fashion to Eq. (4).
IV. CENTRAL SIGNAL PROCESSING AT THE BS
The philosophy of the DAS architecture relies on invoking
RAs for transmitting (on the downlink) and receiving (on the
uplink) the signals, which facilitates the centralized processing
of the virtual MIMO signals at the BS, since the BS can afford
to apply more complex MUD techniques. For a forward error
correction (FEC)-coded system, if a soft MUD is invoked,
the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of each coded bit is calculated
based on the signal vectors received at the BS. Then, the LLR
of each bit is subjected to soft decoding, since soft decoding is
capable of achieving a better performance than hard decoding.
For the sake of maintaining a low computational complexity,
in this paper we opt for an open-loop soft receiver dispensing
with iterations between the MUD and the FEC decoder. Before
7The selected MRk exhibits the best performance among all MRs for the
MSk-MR-RAi link, and it is not necessarily the spatially nearest MR to
MSk or to the corresponding RAi [38].
introducing our powerful PDA-based soft MUD that is capable
of achieving an attractive performance at the expense of a
moderate computational complexity, let us first introduce the
optimal ML based soft MUD and the classic MMSE-OSIC
based hard-decision MUD as our benchmarkers.
A. Optimal ML Based Soft MUD
For an FEC-coded virtual MIMO system, the soft ML-
MUD is the optimum detector, albeit it imposes a potentially
excessive complexity. The soft ML-MUD calculates the LLR
for the nth bit bk,n of the kth MS according to:
L(bk,n) = log
P (y|bk,n = 1)
P (y|bk,n = 0)
. (5)
The max-log approximation may be invoked for reduc-
ing the complexity at a negligible performance degradation.
Hence, the LLR in Eq. (5) may be reformulated as [31]
L(bk,n) = log

 ∑
x1∈A,··· ,xk∈A
(1)
n ,··· ,xNt∈A
exp
(
−
‖y−Hx‖2
σ2
)
− log

 ∑
x1∈A,··· ,xk∈A
(0)
n ,··· ,xNt∈A
exp
(
−
‖y−Hx‖2
σ2
)
≈
1
σ2
(
min
x1∈A,··· ,xk∈A
(0)
n ,··· ,xNt∈A
‖y −Hx‖2
)
−
1
σ2
(
min
x1∈A,··· ,xk∈A
(1)
n ,··· ,xNt∈A
‖y−Hx‖2
)
,
(6)
where A denotes the constellation alphabet, and A
(b)
n rep-
resents the set of constellation symbols whose nth bit is
equal to b ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, the size of A
(b)
n is half of that
of A. More explicitly, for calculating L(bk,n), each of the
two min operators in Eq. (6) calculates 12 |A|
Nt Euclidean
distances (EDs) and finds the minimum of them. Therefore,
in total |A|Nt EDs are calculated, which represents a brute-
force search over all possible values of the symbol vector
x. In other words, the size of the solution-space increases
exponentially with the number of MSs (or MRs) in the MR-
FFR-DAS scheme considered.
B. MMSE-OSIC Based Hard-Decision MUD
A classic reduced-complexity suboptimum MUD solution is
constituted by the MMSE-OSIC detector, which is capable of
striking a tradeoff between reducing the intra-cell CCI imposed
by the other co-channel MSs of the same cell and mitigating
the impact of the Gaussian background noise [41] in the MR-
FFR-DAS scheme considered. Relying on Eq. (3), the basic
principle of the OSIC operations may be described as follows.
Among all the elements of x, the specific symbol element
that has the highest receive signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), say
xk, was first decoded and re-modulated. Then, the impact of
the corresponding regenerated transmit signal, which is the
product of xk and the kth column vector of H, is subtracted
from the received signal vector y. Subsequently, this process is
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repeated in the next interference cancellation stage relying on
the residual received signal vector. Theoretically, the MMSE-
OSIC detector is capable of approaching the MIMO capacity
[41]. Unfortunately, in practice this optimality is undermined,
since the MMSE-OSIC detector is prone to inter-layer er-
ror propagation in the presence of decision errors at each
layer [41].
C. PDA Based Soft MUD
As noted in Section IV-A, the optimal ML based MUD
has a computational complexity that increases exponentially
with the number of MSs simultaneously served. Hence, it
may not be invoked in practical cellular systems having a
high number of MSs. As an attractive low-complexity design
alternative, the PDA algorithm that is capable of generating bit
LLRs for the concatenated channel decoder without a brute-
force search may be applied in our MR-FFR-DAS scheme.
In the uplink scenario considered, we assume that the CSI
H is unknown at the transmitters of the MSs, but it can be
accurately estimated at the receiver of the BS. Furthermore,
for the sake of convenience, Nt = Nr is assumed and the
decorrelated signal model [6] is adopted. Hence, Eq. (3) may
be reformulated as
y = x+ n = xkek +
∑
j 6=k
xjej + n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
vk
, (7)
where y = (HHH)−1HHy, n is a colored Gaussian noise
vector with zero mean and covariance matrix of N0(H
HH)−1,
ek is a column vector with a 1 in the kth position and 0
elsewhere, while vk denotes the interference plus noise term
for symbol xk, k ∈ [1, · · · , Nt]. For each symbol xk , we have
a probability vector pk, whose mth element P(xk = am|y)
quantifies the current estimate of the nominal a posteriori
probability (APP)8 of having xk = am,m ∈ [1, · · · ,M ]
upon receiving y, where am represents the mth element of
the modulation constellation alphabet A.
The basic idea of the PDA algorithm is to iteratively
approximate the complex random vector vk that obeys the
multimodal Gaussian mixture distribution as a single multi-
variate colored Gaussian distributed random vector having an
iteratively updated mean, covariance and pseudocovariance9
given by
E(vk) =
∑
j 6=k
E(xj)ej , (8)
C(vk) =
∑
j 6=k
C(xj)eje
T
j +N0(H
HH)−1, (9)
C(vk) =
∑
j 6=k
C(xj)eje
T
j , (10)
8As shown in [32], since an approximate form of the Bayes’ theorem is
typically invoked in the PDA algorithm, this nominal APP is essentially the
normalized symbol likelihood, rather than the true APP.
9The pseudocovariance is necessary for characterizing complex random
vector that is improper [42]–[44].
respectively. where we have
E(xj) =
M∑
m=1
amP(xj = am|y), (11)
C(xj) =
M∑
m=1
[am − E(xj)][am − E(xj)]
∗P(xj = am|y),
(12)
C(xj) =
M∑
m=1
[am − E(xj)]
2P(xj = am|y). (13)
For estimating P(xk = am|y), it is initialized as 1/M based
on the uniform distribution, and then it is updated at each
iteration of the PDA algorithm, which is a process of gradually
reducing the decision uncertainty concerning the event xk =
am|y. Let
w(k)m = y − a
(k)
m ek − E(vk), (14)
and
ϕm(xk)
△
= exp

−
(
ℜ(w
(k)
m )
ℑ(w
(k)
m )
)T
Λ−1k
(
ℜ(w
(k)
m )
ℑ(w
(k)
m )
) ,
(15)
where the composite covariance matrix of vk is given by
Λk
△
=
(
ℜ[C(vk) + C(vk)]
ℑ[C(vk) + C(vk)]
−ℑ[C(vk)− C(vk)]
ℜ[C(vk)− C(vk)]
)
(16)
and akm indicates that am is assigned to xk, while ℜ(·) and
ℑ(·) represent the real and imaginary parts of a complex
variable, respectively.
Since no external source of the a priori probability P (xk =
am) is available, the decision probability of the event xk =
am|y is approximated as
P(xk = am|y) =
p(y|xk = am)P (xk = am)∑M
m=1 p(y|xk = am)P (xk = am)
≈
ϕm(xk)∑M
m=1 ϕm(xk)
. (17)
Hence, an updated value of P(xk = am|y) has been obtained.
Based on this updated value, the above decision-probability-
estimation process is repeated until P(xk = am|y) has
converged for all values of k andm. Then, the bit LLR L(bk,n)
delivered to the channel decoder is given by [32]
L(bk,n|y) = ln
∑
∀am∈A
(1)
n
P(xk = am|y)∑
∀am∈A
(0)
n
P(xk = am|y)
. (18)
For further details on the PDA-aided MUD, please refer to [6],
[32].
D. Combining the Soft Information of the MSs and MRs at
the BS
When using channel codes that support soft-input–soft-
output decoding (such as convolutional codes, turbo codes and
LDPC codes), the outputs of the channel decoder are also bit
LLRs. In order to achieve a higher diversity gain in the MR-
FFR-DAS scheme considered, the soft decision information
gleaned from the MSs and MRs may be combined in a manner
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similar to that proposed for the BS cooperation aided CoMP-
CAS of [6]. However, channel codes were not considered in
[6], hence soft information combining was implemented in the
probability domain in [6]. By contrast, since each active MS
is assisted by an appropriately selected MR employing the
DF protocol in our channel-coded MR-FFR-DAS scheme, the
channel decoders of the MRs also generate bit LLRs, which
may be forwarded to the RAs. Therefore, the soft information
combining in our channel-coded MR-FFR-DAS scheme has to
be implemented in the LLR domain.
More specifically, if no channel codes are employed, the
decision probabilities P(xk = am|yMS) calculated at the BS
based on the direct transmission during the first time slot
and P(xk = am|yMR) calculated relying on the MR-aided
transmission in the second time slot are combined as [6]
P(xk = am|yC) =
P(xk = am|yMS)P(xk = am|yMR)∑
m P(xk = am|yMS)P(xk = am|yMR)
(19)
for k ∈ [1, · · · , Nt]. Then, the BS’s MUD makes a decision
for each transmitted symbol xk, yielding xˆk = am′ , where we
have:
m
′
= arg max
m=1,2,···M
{P(xk = am|yC)} . (20)
By contrast, when soft-decoded channel codes are invoked,
the soft information generated by the MUD of the BS from
the direct transmission during the first time slot and from the
MR-aided relay transmission during the second time slot may
be simply combined as
LC(bk,n) = LMS(bk,n) + LMR(bk,n). (21)
Then, LC(bk,n) is fed into the channel decoder to generate
the final decoding results.
E. Power Control in the Multiuser Uplink Scenario
Perfect CSI is typically unavailable in practice, whilst
having an imperfect CSI leads to a degraded performance.
Hence, we introduce power control for improving the SINR of
the MSs roaming in the cell-edge area. We use the normalized
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) based model for investigating
the effect of the multiuser interference in the uplink, since the
AWGNs of both the wireless and the optical fibre links are
moderate. In other words, in the multiuser multicell scenario
considered, it is the effect of the interference, rather than the
AWGN, that dominates the attainable performance. This is
the so-called interference-limited scenario. More explicitly, in
interference-limited systems we have SINR ≈ SIR and we
record the SIR for all MSs randomly roaming across the cell-
edge area. Using no power control, we adopt the theoretical
SIR model that takes no account of fading of any kind and is
solely determined by the path-loss. This simplified SIR model
is expressed as [45, Chapter 7]:
SIRi(dB) = 37.6 log10
di
dw
, (22)
SIRMS(dB) = −10 log10

 ∑
i=1,··· ,Nt−1
10−
SIRi(dB)
10

 , (23)
where SIRi represents the SIR experienced by the wanted MS
when there is only a single interferer having the index i. More
specifically, dw is the distance between the wanted MS and
its serving RA, while di is the distance between the single
interfering MS and the RA that serves the wanted MS. We
assume a 37.6dB/decade inverse power path-loss law. For the
multiuser scenario considered in Fig. 1, we define SIRMS as
the SIR recorded at its respective serving RA for any MS
roaming across the cell-edge area. Since a specific MS suffers
from the contaminating effects of (Nt−1) interferers, SIRMS
can be written in dBs as Eq. (23).
The geographic SIR distribution of the cell-edge area MSs
is based on Eq. (23), where the specific MSs suffering from a
lower SIR will be assisted by increasing their transmit power.
When applying power control, the SIR of the wanted MS
contaminated by the ith interfering MS may be written as:
SIR
′
i(dB) = 37.6 log10
di
dw
+ PwdB − P
i
dB, (24)
where di and dw were defined in Eq. (22). Furthermore,
PwdB = 10 log10 P
T
w and P
i
dB = 10 log10 P
T
i represent the
transmit power of the wanted MS and that of the interfering
users in dB, respectively. More explicitly, when the MS
roaming in the cell-edge area suffers from a lower SIR, the
transmit power PwdB (or P
i
dB) will be increased (or decreased)
in the interest of maintaining the target SIR of this MS.
Correspondingly, the interfering MS may also suffer from a
lower SIR and hence its transmit power P idB will be increased,
which will in turn increase the interference imposed on the
other MSs.
The expression of the SIR recorded in the presence of
power control for our multiuser scenario remains similar to
that without power control. Hence, based on Eq. (23) and
Eq. (24), we have
SIR
′
MS(dB) = −10 log10

 ∑
i=1,··· ,Nt−1
10−
SIR
′
i
(dB)
10

 . (25)
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, both the uplink BER and the effective
throughput of the conventional non-cooperative CAS, of the
BS-cooperation aided CoMP-CAS (illustrated in Fig. 2), of
the non-cooperative FFR-DAS dispensing with MRs and of
the MR-FFR-DAS (illustrated in Fig. 1) are characterized. The
simulation parameters are summarized in Table II, where d0
is the distance between any transmitter-and-receiver pair in
kilometers. We define the cell-edge region as the area outside
the radius of r = 0.5R, hence by definition the cell-center
area is within the radius of r = 0.5R, as seen in Fig. 1.
The RAs in the cell-edge area are assumed to be located at
de = 0.7R. Four types of MUDs, i.e. the high-complexity non-
cooperative soft ML, the non-cooperative MMSE-OSIC, the
non-cooperative PDA and the cooperation-based SC-PDA, are
compared in the context of both the CAS-based and FFR-DAS-
based architectures, as seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 – Fig. 9. More
specifically, as a benchmarker, the classic non-cooperative
MMSE-OSIC based MUD considered generates hard-decision
information for the concatenated channel decoder. Hence the
BER performance of the MMSE-OSIC receiver remains poor
in both the CAS-based and FFR-DAS-based systems. By
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR THE UPLINK SCENARIOS CONSIDERED,
WHICH RELY ON THE URBAN-MACRO PROPAGATION MODEL OF THE
3GPP-LTE STANDARD [46].
Urban macro BS-to-BS distance B2B3 = 3 km
Cell radius R = B2B3√
3
Pathloss (expressed in dB) 128.1 + 37.6 log10(d0)
Transmit power of MS or MR [20, 30] dBm
Noise power spectral density at RAs −174 dBm/Hz
Shadowing standard deviation σs = 8 dB
Normalized optical fibre link SNR 50 dB
Distance between the BS and MSs d/R = (0, 1]
to the cell radius ratio
Distance between the BS and each de = 0.7R
RA in the cell-edge area
Length of the optical fibre L = 5d
Number of RAs in cell-edge area Nr = 6
Number of MSs simultaneously Nt = 6
served in cell-edge area
Modulation scheme QPSK
Bit-to-symbol mapping Gray
Channel code punctured convolutional code
with coding rate of Rc =
2
3
Code constraint length 7
Code generator [171, 133]
Channel decoder Viterbi algorithm
MUD soft ML, MMSE-OSIC,
PDA and SC-PDA
Channel model flat Rayleigh fading
Total channel bandwidth B = 20 MHz
Packet length Lp = 1024 bits
Bits per modulation symbol Mb = log2M = 2
Subcarrier spacing Bsc = 15 kHz
Symbol rate per subcarrier Rs = 15k Baud
Number of subcarriers Nsc = 1200
contrast, the soft-decision based MUDs (i.e. the soft ML, the
PDA and the SC-PDA) achieve a superior BER performance,
despite their increased complexity.
A. Calculation of the Effective Throughput
We define the effective throughput in terms of
bits/second/Hz as follows:
Ceff = Craw × (1 − BER)
Lp , (26)
where the packet length Lp is set to 1024 bits in our eval-
uations10. We assume that Nt MSs transmit over the whole
channel bandwidth simultaneously, hence the raw throughput
Craw is given by
Craw =
Nt ×Rc ×Mb ×Rs ×Nsc
B
. (27)
The specific parameter values invoked for calculating Craw are
given in Table II.
10A packet loss event happens whenever any of the bits contained in
this packet is erroneously decoded at the receiver. The packet length does
not change the general insights and conclusions drawn from our effective
throughput comparisons.
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Fig. 5. BER performance of the conventional CAS architecture using the
non-cooperative MMSE-OSIC, PDA and soft ML based MUDs and of the
BS-cooperation aided CoMP-CAS architecture employing the SC-PDA based
MUD.
B. BER Performance of the Conventional CAS and the BS-
Cooperation Aided CoMP-CAS
The BER performance of both the conventional CAS and the
BS-cooperation aided CoMP-CAS schemes is characterized in
Fig. 5, which is obtained by considering Nt = 6 co-channel
MSs roaming randomly across a single cell and across the
entire collaboration area composed of three sectors of three
adjacent BSs, respectively, as seen in Fig. 2. Furthermore,
Nr = 6 omni-directional antennas were applied at each of
the BSs. Hence, in each cell there are 6 BS antennas serving
each sector, and for the CoMP-CAS, in total there are 18 BS
antennas serving the three collaborative sectors. As a result, the
CoMP-CAS scheme relies on an equivalent (18× 6)-element
virtual MIMO system model, if perfect BS cooperation11 is
assumed. When the MS/MR transmit power Pt is increased
from 20 dBm to 30 dBm, the BERs of all MUDs considered
are improved. However, this BER improvement becomes more
substantial when the MSs are close to the BS, as indicated by
smaller values of d/R. By contrast, when the MSs are roaming
in the cell-edge area, as indicated by larger values of d/R, even
an increased transmit power Pt fails to result in an sufficiently
competitive BER for the MS of interest. This is because the
pathloss is rather high and the SINR is low in the cell-edge
area.
It is worth noting that the SC-PDA based MUD is adopted
for the CoMP-CAS scheme, which requires the cooperation of
three adjacent BSs. Observe from Fig. 5 that the cooperation
diversity gain attained by the SC-PDA based MUD becomes
more significant when the transmit power of each MS is as
high as Pt = 30 dBm. By contrast, when the MSs transmit
at a lower power of Pt = 20 dBm, the SC-PDA based
MUD has a similarly poor BER performance to that of the
11In perfect BS cooperation, the information to be shared amongst the
collaborative BSs is received at each BS without transmission error.
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non-cooperative single-cell PDA based MUD, which operates
without exchanging soft information among the adjacent BSs.
The reasons behind these observations are as follows. When
the MSs roam close to their own anchor-BS, but quite far
from other adjacent BSs, the cooperation gain remains rather
limited, since the pathloss experienced by the MS of interest
with regard to the adjacent BSs is high. This leads to inefficient
cooperative BS processing. On the other hand, when the MSs
roam close to the cell-edge, a sufficiently high SINR may only
be guaranteed for a high transmit power, since the pathloss of
the MSs with regard both to their anchor-BS and to any of the
adjacent BSs remains high.
C. The Performance of the Non-Cooperative FFR-DAS and
the MR-FFR-DAS in the Uplink
Similarly, we consider Nt = 6 cell-edge MSs and Nr = 6
RAs in the non-cooperative FFR-DAS, while Nt = 6 addi-
tional MRs are also invoked in the MR-FFR-DAS scheme, as
illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4. On the one hand, when no
MRs are invoked, a particular MS’s uplink signal received at
the BS is contaminated by the other co-channel MSs transmit-
ting within the single time slot of the non-cooperative FFR-
DAS scheme. In this scenario, the performance of three non-
cooperative MUDs, namely of the high-complexity soft ML, of
the MMSE-OSIC and of the PDA, are numerically evaluated.
On the other hand, whenNt = 6MRs are employed, the signal
relayed by a particular MR is also contaminated by the other
co-channel MRs transmitting in the second time slot. In this
context, an SC-PDA based MUD capable of exploiting the user
cooperation gain gleaned from MRs is examined. In contrast
to the conventional BS-cooperation aided CoMP-CAS scheme,
the MR-FFR-DAS scheme attains a beneficial cooperation
diversity gain with the assistance of MRs, which is facilitated
by using a cooperation time slot as well. Furthermore, this
cooperation diversity gain highly depends on the locations of
the MSs. Among them, two specific directions, as represented
by θbest and θworst, are of particular interest, since they serve
as the bounds for the general case.
1) Cell-Edge Area Performance without Power Control:
In Fig. 6 we investigate the BER performance of both the
non-cooperative FFR-DAS and the MR-FFR-DAS schemes,
where the MSs are located at the θbest direction in the cell-
edge area, as shown in Fig. 1. No power control technique
is used, and a fixed MS/MR transmission power of Pt = 20
dBm is assumed. Hence, for a particular MS, upon assuming
a constant noise power and interfering MSs’ locations, the
SINR attained at the BS is mainly determined by the distance
from this MS to the RA, as demonstrated in Eq. (23). We
can see from Fig. 6 that when the MSs roam close to the
RAs, which are at the location of d/R = 0.7, a high SINR
may be obtained. Therefore, even the non-cooperative hard-
decision MMSE-OSIC based MUD is capable of achieving a
low BER. However, when the MSs roam far away from the
RAs, namely towards either d/R = 0.5 or d/R = 1, the
achievable SINR gradually becomes lower. As a result, both
the non-cooperative MMSE-OSIC and the non-cooperative
PDA fail to achieve an appealing BER in the non-cooperative
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Fig. 6. BER performance of the MSs located at the θbest direction in
the cell-edge area of the non-cooperative FFR-DAS and the MR-FFR-DAS
schemes. No power control is used, and a fixed MS/MR transmission power
Pt = 20 dBm is assumed. The non-cooperative high-complexity soft ML,
the MMSE-OSIC and the PDA based MUDs are invoked when MRs are not
used, while the SC-PDA is used when MSs are assisted by the MRs. The
MRs are selected according to the simple “close-to-MS” strategy.
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Fig. 7. BER performance of the MSs located at the θworst direction in
the cell-edge area of the non-cooperative FFR-DAS and the MR-FFR-DAS
schemes. The other configurations are the same as those of Fig. 6.
FFR-DAS. By contrast, when each MS is assisted by an MR,
which is selected according to the simple strategy that the one
selected has to be reasonably close to the MS for the sake
of attaining a diversity gain in the MR-FFR-DAS, the SC-
PDA based MUD is invoked. Since the SC-PDA is capable
of efficiently combining the soft information gleaned from
the MSs and MRs, it attains a BER typically lower than
10−5 in most locations of the cell-edge area, as defined by
d/R ∈ [0.5, 0.9]. Note, however, that when the MSs are very
close to the cell boundary, as indicated by d/R → 1, all of
the schemes considered exhibit poor BER performance.
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Fig. 8. Impact of the improved MR selection strategy on (a) the BER and (b) the effective throughput of the MSs located at the θbest direction in the
cell-edge area of the MR-FFR-DAS scheme. The “SC-PDA, ρ = 0” curves are obtained by selecting the MRs according to the simple “close-to-MS” strategy,
which serves as a benchmark of the improved strategy that selects MRs only from the “reliable area”. The remaining configurations are the same as those of
Fig. 6.
Additionally, the performance of the MSs at the θworst
direction is characterized in Fig. 7. In contrast to Fig. 6,
we observe that the BER performance of even the SC-PDA
based MUD is also dramatically degraded. This is because
in the θworst direction, MSk roams in the area where the
desired signal received at RAk may in fact be weaker than
the interference imposed by other co-channel MSs.
Therefore, it is straightforward to infer that the BER per-
formance across the entire cell-edge area is between that of
the best-case angle θbest, as characterized in Fig. 6, and that
of the worst-case scenario θworst, as shown in Fig. 7.
Furthermore, the dotted curves seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
quantify the impact of the correlation between the channel
coefficients ofMSk-RAk-BS andMRk-RAk-BS, as defined
in Eq. (4), when the MR is selected in the vicinity of the
MS. The range of the correlation coefficient ρ examined is
between 0 and 1. More explicitly, when the direct MSk-
RAk-BS link and the correspondingMRk-RAk-BS link are
uncorrelated, i.e. we have ρ = 0, the SC-PDA based MUD
achieves a diversity gain contributed by a pair of uncorrelated
channel matricesH andHR. By contrast, when the correlation
is approaching ρ = 1, the diversity tends to be completely
eroded, hence in this case the SC-PDA has a similar BER
performance to that of the non-cooperative PDA.
2) Improved MR Selection in the Reliable Area: For a
particular cell-edge MS and its corresponding RA, the MR
selected has a location between them. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,
when a small ρ is required for obtaining an increased diversity
gain, the spacing between the MR selected and the cell-edge
MS has to be sufficiently large, albeit the MR is still selected
in the vicinity of the cell-edge MS considered12 rather than
in the vicinity of the RA or the BS. More explicitly, the
distance between the MR and the cell-edge MS should remain
sufficiently large so that the correlation between the direct
link and the second hop of the relayed link remains low.
In this case, the SC-PDA based MUD effectively combines
the soft information gleaned from the signals transmitted by
both the MSs and the MRs, and a substantially improved
BER may be achieved by the SC-PDA compared to both the
non-cooperative PDA and the non-cooperative MMSE-OSIC.
However, there is still an area where the BER cannot be
significantly reduced even when invoking the SC-PDA. This
is encountered when the MS roams very far away from the
RA, as indicated by d/R→ 1. More explicitly, when the MR
is selected to be close to the MS that approaches the cell-
edge boundary, both of them may be too far from the RA.
As a result, the selected MRs also suffer from a high level of
pathloss and the SC-PDA remains unable to effectively reduce
the BER. Therefore, as far as fixed RAs are considered, for
the sake of maintaining an adequate performance, the cell-
edge MSs should be neither too close to the BS, nor too close
to the cell-edge boundary.
As a solution to this predicament, we may always select the
MR from the “reliable area” so that the MR selected is not too
far from the RA, regardless of the ordinary cell-edge MS or the
MS that is very close to the cell-edge boundary, as illustrated
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for both the θbest and θworst directions,
respectively. Theoretically, the optimal position of the selected
MR under the DF protocol should strike an attractive tradeoff
between being close to the cell-edge MS and being not too
12The “vicinity” of a cell-edge MS may be defined as a half-circle region,
which is centred at the cell-edge MS and located between this cell-edge MS
and its nearest RA. When both the cell-edge MSs and the MRs are uniformly
randomly distributed in the cell, it is unlikely that the MRs selected for
different cell-edge MSs will be very close to each other.
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Fig. 9. Impact of the improved MR selection strategy on (a) the BER and (b) the effective throughput of the MSs located at the θworst direction in the
cell-edge area of the MR-FFR-DAS scheme. The remaining configurations are the same as those of Fig. 8.
far from the RA for the sake of having a good performance
at both the first hop and the second hop. As demonstrated in
Fig. 8(a), as far as the SC-PDA is concerned, compared to
the simple “close-to-MS” MR selection strategy described in
Section V-C1, the original high BER experienced by the MSs
when they roam far away from the RAs but remain near the
θbest direction may be improved by using this improved MR
selection strategy. This is evidenced by the curve marked by
the hollow stars in Fig. 8(a). On the other hand, Fig. 8(b)
shows that for cell-edge MSs that are near to the RAs, the
SC-PDA based MR-FFR-DAS scheme which requires two
time-slots for completing each MS’s transmission has a lower
effective throughput than the non-cooperative FFR-DAS that
uses only a single time-slot for completing the same task.
However, when the MSs approach the cell-edge boundary, the
MR-FFR-DAS provides a better effective throughput. This ob-
servation confirms the throughput-erosion impact of the extra
time-slot imposed on the effective throughput in cooperative
systems. It also demonstrates that introducing MRs is indeed
particularly beneficial for the MSs roaming close to the cell-
edge boundary in terms of both the BER and the effective
throughput. Additionally, the benefits of the improved MR
selection strategy are corroborated by the effective throughput
results of Fig. 8(b) as well.
Similarly, we can see from Fig. 9(a) that the improved MR
selection strategy is also beneficial for the θworst direction in
terms of BER. However, the performance gain is not as high as
that of the θbest direction. This is because the selected MRs
employing the DF protocol have to be closer to the source
than to the destination, and compared to the scenario of the
θbest direction having the same value of d/R, the cell-edge
MSs are farther away from the RAs in the θworst direction.
As a result, the selected MRs are also farther from the RAs,
and hence suffering higher pathloss. Additionally, when each
θworst direction of a cell has a cell-edge MS, each selected
MR encounters an increased interference impact compared
to the scenario of the θbest direction. However, in terms of
the effective throughput at the cell-edge, it is observed from
Fig. 9(b) that apart from the high-complexity soft ML based
MUD, all the non-cooperative MUDs effectively fail. This
is because in the θworst direction, the BER performance of
the non-cooperative MMSE-OSIC and of the non-cooperative
PDA is so poor that hardly any packet can be successfully
decoded. Additionally, in certain parts of the cell-edge area
the SC-PDA based MR-FFR-DAS schemes indeed achieve
a significantly higher effective throughput than the non-
cooperative FFR-DAS that employs either the MMSE-OSIC
or the PDA. However, their achievable effective throughput
still remains much lower than that of the non-cooperative FFR-
DAS employing the soft ML based MUD, especially when the
cell-edge MSs approach the cell-edge boundary.
3) Power Control in θbest and θworst Directions: We have
observed from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that although the BER of the
MSs in the FFR-DAS based schemes has been substantially
improved in most of the cell-edge area with the aid of the SC-
PDA based MUD invoking MRs, the BER of MSs roaming
very close to the cell-edge boundary (e.g. at the location where
d/R = 1) remains higher than 10−3, even when activating an
MR in the “reliable area” of the θbest scenario. As a result,
in terms of the effective throughput calculated relying on the
packet error rate (PER) while assuming the packet length of
1024 bits, the cell-edge MSs are still poorly supported by the
FFR-DAS based schemes. As a further remedy, we employ
power control for improving the SIR for the cell-edge MSs
roaming far away from the RAs.
The average SIR experienced by cell-edge MSs at the θbest
and θworst directions is recorded both in the absence and
in the presence of power control, as shown in Fig. 10. For
the scenario of the θbest direction, we can see that when
the MSs are roaming close to the RAs in the cell-edge
area, i.e. d/R → 0.7, a high average SIR of SIRMS ≥ 20
dB is maintained without increasing the transmit power Pt.
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By contrast, when power control is used, a similarly high
average SIR of SIR
′
MS ≥ 20 dB is also experienced by the
MSs roaming close to the RAs. However, in this context
the average SIR value obtained is in general slightly lower
than that recorded in the absence of power control. This
is because in the system where multiple users share the
same frequency bandwidth simultaneously, power control is
an inefficient technique from a sum-capacity perspective. To
elaborate a little further, the interference imposed by the other
co-channel MSs on the MS of interest may be increased due
to increasing their respective transmit power for the sake of
maintaining their link-quality. However, in the absence of
power control, the SIR of the MSs roaming far away from the
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Fig. 12. The number of simultaneously supported MSs satisfying the QoS
of SIR > 15 dB.
RAs is seriously reduced in the cell-edge area, especially in the
θworst direction, where we have 0dB < SIRMS < 10dB. As an
improvement of user-fairness, when applying power control in
the θworst direction, the cell-edge MSs that suffer from a low
SIR of SIRMS < 10dB have seen their average SIR increased
to SIR
′
MS ≈ 15dB, as evidenced by Fig. 10.
Both the BER and the effective throughput of the MSs
supported by the non-cooperative PDA based FFR-DAS and
the SC-PDA based MR-FFR-DAS along the θbest and θworst
directions in the presence of power control are characterized
in Fig. 11. More specifically, when using power control in the
absence of MRs, namely when using the non-cooperative PDA,
the MSs roaming in the cell-edge area are capable of achieving
an improved BER of about 10−3 in the θworst direction. By
contrast, when invoking power control and selecting the MRs
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from the “reliable area” for the SC-PDA, the MSs roaming
in the cell-edge area are capable of achieving BER < 10−4
even when they are in the θworst direction and quite close to
the cell-edge boundary, as shown in Fig. 11(a). Additionally,
when considering the effective throughput, we observe from
Fig. 11(b) that the SC-PDA based MR-FFR-DAS significantly
outperforms the PDA based non-cooperative FFR-DAS in
most of the cell-edge area, including the cell-edge boundary
of both the θbest and θworst directions. Meanwhile, in the
SC-PDA based MR-FFR-DAS, all the cell-edge MSs have
achieved a similarly high effective throughput, which implies
having an appealing user-fairness.
In order to more clearly demonstrate the benefits of jointly
using the power control and the MR-aided SC-PDA detector,
the QoS distribution across the entire cell-edge area in shown
Fig. 12, where we define the minimum QoS required as
SIR
′
MS > 15dB. Our observation area is defined as the 30
◦
sector spanning the θbest and θworst directions, as visualized
in Fig. 1, where a total of Nm = 6 MSs are simultaneously
supported across the entire cell-edge area. We can see that
when the MSs roam close to the RAs, all the 6 MSs are
capable of achieving the QoS target of SIR
′
MS > 15dB with
the aid of power control, which corresponds to 63% of the
entire cell-edge area, as shown in Fig. 12. When the MSs
are roaming close to the θworst direction, the number of MSs
achieving the QoS target of SIR
′
MS > 15dB is reduced to 3,
which corresponds to 24% of the entire cell-edge area.
Finally, in Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b) we compared the SC-
PDA aided CoMP-CAS and the SC-PDA aided MR-FFR-
DAS in terms of their achievable cell-edge BER and cell-edge
effective throughput, respectively. These results have clearly
shown that the SC-PDA aided MR-FFR-DAS constitutes a
more promising solution for improving the cell-edge perfor-
mance of interference-limited multi-cell systems.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the achievable uplink cell-edge
performance of four multi-cell system architectures, including
the non-cooperative CAS, the BS-cooperation aided CoMP-
CAS, the non-cooperative FFR-DAS and the MR-FFR-DAS
architectures. By benchmarking against three representative
non-cooperative MUD schemes, we demonstrated that typ-
ically both the CoMP-CAS and the MR-FFR-DAS relying
on the proposed SC-PDA receiver significantly outperform
their respective non-cooperative counterparts in terms of the
BER of the cell-edge MSs. We revealed, however that the
performance gain achieved by the CoMP-CAS may be eroded
when the transmit power of the cell-edge MSs is low, and
the MR-FFR-DAS is in general more effective in supporting
cell-edge MSs than the CoMP-CAS. We also demonstrated
that the cell-edge BER of the MR-FFR-DAS may be further
reduced by using judicious MR selection, especially for the
MSs roaming in the ”worst-case direction” or close to the
cell-edge boundary. On the other hand, when considering
the cell-edge effective throughput calculated relying on the
packet error rate, we showed that the SC-PDA aided MR-
FFR-DAS architecture does not always outperform its non-
cooperative counterpart, since the former invokes two time-
slots for completing a single MS-transmission. Furthermore,
we demonstrated that the effective throughput at the cell-edge
and the fairness amongst the cell-edge MSs in the SC-PDA
aided MR-FFR-DAS may be significantly improved by using
multi-user power control. As a result, for low/moderate MS
transmit powers, the proposed SC-PDA aided MR-FFR-DAS
scheme is capable of achieving both a significantly better BER
and an improved effective throughput across the entire cell-
edge area than the CoMP-CAS scheme.
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